Winter Afterschool FAMILY GAMES PACK
with Universal Board Games

You just need a few
simple pieces and a dice to play
COPY and PLAY
at
HOME

Ages 6 and up
Everyone who enjoys playing Welcome to copy
a game and Play at HOME

Contact Mem

info@universalboardgames.co.uk 07981589881

Games for Health

“We love playing games, the mix of physical and sitting down games is perfect for my
son.” Parent with son 6.
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“The selection of activities has enabled my son and daughter to do what they needed to
do, to be still and focus, they have always returned home after each event happy,
relaxed so they have eaten and slept well.” Parent with son 6 and daughter 7.

Project summary

Inspiring Families to Play together and nurture Healthy Social, Emotional and Psychological
Development
1. UBG facilitated 10 weeks (October-January) of after school game playing club using a
combination of traditional physical street games and cultural board games from around the
world in the main hall at Robin Redmond.
2. The project also included three half-day play and design workshops during the October
half term holidays mainly focused at young people but their parents will be invited to join in
and play together.
3. The whole project used game playing to focus on improving literacy and numeracy skills
and boost confidence and self esteem for parents and Young people. Working together to
develop a library of games, that families can keep using after the project.

Introduction
UBG kick started the healthy games project during the October half term for three morning
sessions. These had a great turnout with over 40 parents and young people attending each
day.
This short report will break down the whole project beginning with the methodologies used to
record the effects of the game sessions on all the participants.
The next section will explain how the project was structured in order to benefit parents and yp
through play.
The next section will itemise the recorded benefits of the participants and more focused
feedback from parents and young people.
Finally the report will sum up the project and include any improvements for future projects.

Methodology
UBG used a combination of research methods. These included open-ended questions, group
discussions, skills for health diagram and observation.
The project had 50 participants with a strong core group of around 30 attending regularly so
we were able to record developmental progress throughout the project.

How the Project Works
Each 2 hour session began with UBG facilitators leading a fun physical game of indoor
hockey, skipping or run-around team games, a great opportunity to get rid of excess nervous
energy; breakdown social tensions and get a sweat on. Parents and young people were all
welcome to join in and did. At the afterschool sessions this is when the young people needed
refuelling with a snack and drink of juice.
Gradually everyone gravitated towards playing board games with more focused mental
concentration. UBG facilitators used a light touch and example to encourage play.In the
beginning the wooden physical dexterity games were more popular as they bridged a useful
gap between physical and mental gymnastics.
By the middle of a session everyone in the room was playing a game with someone,
sometimes with one other player sometimes in groups of 4 or 5.
Towards the end of each session the young people would need another blast of physical
activity, lead by UBG facilitator the indoor hockey proved to have the perfect balance of skill
and physicality for this group. This is often when a group of parents would play a game
together building community bonds and practicing their own game playing skills.

Health and Wellbeing Benefits of the Project
Overall benefits were:
•
•
•
•

Social and emotional resilience
Physical skills using implements, hand eye coordination
Improved numeracy and language skills
Boosted confidence and self esteem

Half term sessions
Main observation parents and young people taking time to build trust with each other, mainly
staying in family groups. Indoor Hockey and Skipping bringing young people together and a
few more confident parents joining in to facilitate play.
Young people and parents feedback that they never played hockey before so skill levels
were pretty low, but made up for with enthusiasm.
Game playing on first session sticking to simpler wooden games and card games for 2 or 3
players.
Through open ended questioning and using the skills for health tool we found that parents
wanted their children to do more physical activity, many were not sleeping very well and
parents felt more physical activity and social interaction would change that.

Week 1, 2 and 3
All the sessions now started with a game of indoor hockey lead by a UBG facilitator. This was
necessary as the young people did not yet have the physical and social negotiation skills to
manage such a high energy game together.
The young people established a routine which was snacks next and then they were ready to
learn and play some new games, facilitated by UBG. A lot of the young people were aged

between 5 and 8 so didn’t have much experience of playing games with their peers so we
kept the game simple so they could learn social skills for playing together; taking turns,
listening, concentrating on the game and keeping some things secret.
Over the first 3 weeks the trust grew between the families and the game playing skills
improved. The parents also observed different ways to encourage social interaction and play
for their children and for themselves.
Using the skills for health tool we found that the young people were starting to get more
confident and sleep better.

Weeks 4,5 and 6
By now the physical skills for playing hockey were improving and the social skills were being
tested with each game, UBG facilitators used soft intervention to suggest ways to sort out
issues keeping the focus on positive play and fun.
By now the young players had more skills so could play more challenging games and that’s
were the opportunity to increase resilience came in. Playing games were another player can
take your pieces or steal a card was a big step for a lot of the young people and parents.
UBG facilitators kept the focus on positive play and keep going, play again learn more.
Also the trust had developed between the families so games were getting more complex with
more players and opportunities to practice social negotiation skills for everyone.
Using the skills for health tool we found that the combination of physical and mental dexterity
was having a very positive effect on the behaviour and happiness of the young people.

Weeks 7, 8 and 9
Coming up to Christmas break the energy in the room was fantastic with focused groups of
adults and children playing together. The young people were now explaining the rules and
starting to manage the play by themselves. Parents were able to relax and enjoy playing
games themselves.
There was a lot of observed positive feedback from these sessions listening to parents
praising young people for fair play, telling each other about the positive effects of game club
on their children at home and school. A few parents said they had noticed a definite
improvement in numeracy skills with an added confidence.
Over the Christmas break several parents reported that their children had started to play
chess with grandparents where they wouldn’t have had the confidence to do that before.
By week 9 the young people were able to play several games without the help of an adult,
setting up, explain rules, managing play, winning, losing all complex social skills.
Also at the beginning of the session they played a game of indoor hockey with no adult
intervention, amazing.

Conclusion
The Healthy Games Project was a great success by combining physical, emotional and
mental skills the families who participated have all experienced positive benefits. The
overwhelming response from parents is that they want more of the same to continue on a
regular basis. UBG have proven that regular positive opportunities for play will build and
improve young people’s life skills equipping them with invaluable tools to use for their whole
lives. UBG facilitators observed a marked change in all the young people and parents who
attended games club regularly from the beginning when their confidence and game playing
skills were less through a learning curve of dexterity, mental and social skills until the last few
sessions where the young people were beginning to play independently and manage their
own play. Parents also learned to relax and enjoy playing with their children in the sessions
and at home with the whole family.

“This Christmas my children learned chess with their grandfather and I believe by
attending the games events they approached chess with more enthusiasm, awareness
and understanding of game concepts and so learned chess very quickly, and are now
playing independently.” Parent who stayed and played at games club.

